+ r,(s)
where pis a kinematical factor and the "gen eralized potential" B is regular in the physi cal region, whereas RA has cuts only for s >4M 2 sssE. The inelastic partial-wave cross section a r l is determined by 7/ alone:
a =rrk (21+1) . r
Given B and 7/, we can determine A ssN /Dusing 270
B(s) = B(s) +f f oo [1-T/ (s') ]ds'
1T s 1 2p(s )(s '-s) ' 
This would presumably bring the one-channel calculation in agreement with the multichan nel one. The G factor is clearly related to specifying the Castillejo-Dalitz-Dyson ambi guity.9 In summary, we found in our simple example that a sufficient condition for the one-channel calculation (3) to agree with the multichannel amplitude A u is that the diagonal forces in the channels not explicitly considered should not be strong enough to produce bound states in the absence of coupling to channel 1. 10 We spec ulate that this condition will hold in general.
It would be of interest to investigate more com plicated examples, in particular, more com plicated input "potentials" B and systems with more than two channels.
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